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Chairman’s Chat 

As this is my first Chatman’s Chat I feel that I 

ought to start by introducing myself to the 

members of our region. I’m Frances Haydon 

but most people call me ‘Fran.’ 

I have been a member of Sheffield Movie 

Makers (SMM) since 1994. That was a few 

months after I bought my first super VHS camcorder. Things were 

easy then – take the VHS tape out of the camera, put it in the    

carrier and play it straight away. Little did I know!!  

I had previously taken slides and sometimes used them to give 

talks. but began to think that the moving image had more to       

recommend it. I then purchased a tripod which happened to be 

seen by a member of SMM who said, “We’re running an editing 

course – why don’t you come along?” I did and look where that has 

now landed me! 

I started editing when it was copying tape to tape – a very laborious 

task and not knowing very much about what I was doing, I had to 

shove the microphone under a cushion to fade the music! My    

second film was a disaster with sound problems, live sound     

competing with my added music and I am sure if a member of the 

club hadn’t said “I know what has gone wrong, I’ll show you what to 

do to put it right.” – (and had it not been for John), my film making 

career would have ended there and then. That is one of the        

advantages of belonging to a club – there’s always someone there 

to help, especially new members. We all have to start somewhere. 
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I then had cancer and at the same time was made redundant. A 

double whammy. I had time on my hands! During this time I was 

asked by the education officer of a nearby hill farm, where young 

children from deprived areas spent a few days in residence, to 

make a film about “A year on a farm.”  This would allow the children 

to see what happened before they visited and how life went on 

through the seasons after they had left. The film took more than a 

couple of years to complete but it was a real learning curve for me. 

One by-product was that I learnt a tremendous amount about  

farming. I’ve sat in a barn waiting for lambs to be born, been left 

late at night with the pig giving birth to fifteen piglets and I even 

went out in a blizzard to get pictures of the farm in snow. Getting 

the right footage when making a film can sometimes be most     

inconvenient. 

Now, with computers, editing is much easier – getting the pictures 

is the easy part, sorting out live sound, commentary, music and 

balancing everything to the correct levels etc. is the more         

complicated part of the job. But when I look back at films I made 

some time ago I rejoice that I chose to use the moving image as it 

has so much to offer. Unfortunately it is very time consuming. I will 

always be very grateful to past members, friends and even judges 

who have offered help and advice to me in my pursuit of this     

hobby. 

As your Chairman I hope to visit clubs in the region which are    

unknown to me and hopefully get to know more about the clubs 

and their members.  I started on this task at the Scarborough  

weekend where I tried to make myself known to everyone          

attending.  Hopefully I can meet some more of you next year, either 

at the BIAFF weekend in Harrogate in April or in Scarborough next 

October. 

Fran Haydon 
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We held our NERIAC 
Autumn festival at the 
Esplanade Hotel in 
Scarborough on the 26th 
and 27th September. It 
was well attended with 

our speaker this year being Jill Lampart, who gave an interesting talk 
and showied us some of the videos she has made. The videos were 
very varied demonstrating what a skilled movie maker she is. They 
ranged from animation to family movies through to wild life. 

The results of the Annual Autumn Competition  

Congratulations to all the winners. They were: 

The Regional Shield: John Roberts, For “First Light”  

The Saville Trophy: Robert Lorrimer, For “Writer’s Block” 

The Senior Trophy: Robert Lorrimer, For "Writer’s Block” 

The Worsley Cup: John Roberts, For "First Light"   

The Alexander Trophy: Robert Lorrimer, For "Writer’s Block"  

The Wilson Cup: Martin Sunderland, For “Corners of Cornwall” 

Runner Up Awards 

Michael Gough For "The Empty Experience"  (Non-fiction)  
David Peffer and Trevor Ermel For “The Dream” (Fiction) 

Additional Certificates 

Highly Commended Certificate 

Huddersfield Film Makers Club, For “A Day to Remember” 

Commended Certificate  

Derek Mathieson, For “A City Spanning Two Continents”  
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When I first started filming with a Super 8 cine camera I quickly 
learned to “edit in camera” to save on the cost of the 3 minute 
and 20 second film cassettes. 
 
Later, when I began my own business as a wedding             
videographer, editing in camera became second nature and 
saved time when producing the finished movie. 
 
After I retired from the business I down-sized from a large 
Panasonic SVHS shoulder held camcorder to a smaller model 
to continue making films for competitions. 
 
In 2010 ,wishing to go into High Definition, I bought the Kodak 
Z18 HD pocket camcorder online for £119 from Amazon UK.  
 
It’s the size of the average mobile phone, and came with a 
basic editing system enough to make a quick edit of the MOV 
files. 
 
Fine tuning is then made on my Casablanca Avio standalone 
video editor, still going strong after fifteen years of faithful use. 

Eric  Parr.     

In the December issue of the   
Film and Video Maker an article 
by Frank Hicklin on page 14, 
raised the point - do I really need 
all this movie-making equipment 
now that mobile phone cameras 
are everywhere. This prompted 
me to pen the following article:-   
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4K - THE WAY FORWARD 

By now most of us are used to producing video in 1920 x 

1080 HD using codecs such as H264. But as usually       

happens, technology has moved on, and a year is a long 

time in the industry. Between my visits to the annual NAB 

exhibition in Las Vegas in 2014 and April 2015, 4K had   

emerged as the next big thing for broadcasters and          

amateurs alike. 

American broadcasters, and companies such as Netflix, are 

adopting the format, and no doubt the UK will follow very 

shortly. 

In the amateur world, programmes such as Edius, Adobe 

Premiere, Avid Media Composer, and even Adobe Premiere 

Elements 14, now all cater for 4k footage. 

I have been testing 4k for the past few months, and have to 

say I am very impressed with the images produced.       

However the downside is that the storage space required for 

the full 4k files is now four times that which was previously 

required, so an hour of 4k video at 25fps will require 450gb 

of hard disk space - therefore  larger hard drives are        

definitely going to be  required - 6TB being the largest   

available at present, and getting cheaper by the week. (My 

first editing computer in 1999 had 2 x 2GB hard drives      

installed running Windows 98!)  A fast computer is also     

required to handle the huge file sizes, and my local computer 

expert Rob Bateman told me he has just built a new machine 

for a local  professional, who is now recording in 4k.  It cost 

£3500 and had 64gb of RAM! Ouch. 
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But just when I thought everything was about to settle down, 

along came the first of the 8k cameras. 

Derek Mathieson 

Where will it all end? 
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TECHIE NEWS 

A date for all the Techies, BVE 2016 the video and audio   
exhibition is being held once again at Excel in Docklands, 
London on the 23rd to 25th February 2016.  Adobe, Edius, 
Avid, DVC, AKM, Holdan,  and many more exhibitors will 
be in attendance, and there are lots of freebies on offer, and 
you get the chance to talk to experts about your equipment or 
problems when you visit. You can register for a free entry 
badge at www.bvexpo.com 

Free Software 
Avid announce a new Free Version of their Media Composer 
Software Called 'Avid Media Composer /First' This is a cut 
down version of their Professional Software  - To find out 
more and register to be notified when it is available visit:- 
http://apps.avid.com/MediaComposerFirst/ 
 
USB3 
Just when we are starting to get used to using USB3 with it's 
nice blue cables and connectors, running 5 times faster than 
USB2 - Along comes USB 3.1 running 10 times faster than 
USB2.  New build computers and laptops are starting to   
support the new technology.  Apple incidentally are            
incorporating USB 3.1 type C in their latest laptops, which 
only have one multi socket, covering power, and connection 
for all external devices.  A backward step perhaps?? 
 
Trouble with Wind 
Rycote the great friend of Amateur and Professionals alike 
has brought out a new wind jammer called the 'Super Softie'.  
It is available in many different sizes to suit a large range of 
microphones.  View an unbiased  test of the new               
Super Softie on a gun microphone at:                            
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQoWrcNbHFI 
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Adobe 4k Software. 
The latest edition of Adobe Premiere Elements 14 now      
handles 4k straight from the camera.  For approximately £60 
from online retailers, it is great value if you are a beginner or 
wanting to move forward with technology.  Remember though 
that file sizes for clips need four times as much space, and a 
very fast and powerful computer with plenty of Ram will be  
required to edit the footage. 
 
File Conversion 
If you need to convert any footage from one format to another 
try the free software 'Handbrake'  You can download it at 
www.handbrake.fr 
 
Free Grading Software 
If you are unhappy with the colour of a particular shot, head 
over to DaVinci's web site and download the free version of 
DaVinci Resolve 12, a full professional editing and colour 
grading system, which works on SD, HD and Ultra HD        
projects.  Fast graphic cards are recommended and it works 
on both Windows and Mac machines - 
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/
davinciresolve 
 
Independent Reviews 
Philip Johnson runs and independent video production         
company in Scotland, called The Small Video Company,  and 
carries out reviews and tests of new equipment.  Take a look 
at his website for some interesting reviews and comments on     
cameras, equipment, and software at: 
www.hdwarrior.co.uk 
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>>> TIMELINE <<<  

By Michael and Linda Gough 
 
 

TITLE SEQUENCE – PREVIOUSLY ON TIMELINE 
……. 

Linda and Michael started to write a diary of mixed snippets of 
their video involvement and interests. 

 
FADE IN TO LINDA 

As a member of the IAC Council I receive all of the Regional 
magazine. Most have articles of interest simply to their         
Regional members but I found a little snippet I would like to 
share with you. 
‘You can create an easy solution to carrying your tripod by   
attaching a hose clamp and ring to both ends of a leg. Then 
clip on an unused duffle bag strap and you’re ready to go.’ 
Hope this is of help to someone. If you have any handy tips 
perhaps you would like to share them with our members.  
 

CUT TO MICHAEL 
My favourite activity remains creatively making a film.      
Sometimes all the IAC organisational activities just get in the 
way! Which is why I leaped at the request to film a Rotary fund 
raising Dragon Boat Race. This of course meant filming off the 
cuff with virtually no control of the circumstances. I had images 
in my head of big close-ups of sweating paddlers. That        
disappeared when I saw the size of the lake, which hardly 
shrank when faced with my puny zoom lens. However I was 
delighted with how effective post-production zooms at the    
editing stage can be if cut at a fast pace. The same was true 
for some levelling of tilted horizons which worked wonders  
during the editing. I suspect the majority of editing tricks will still 
remain a mystery but it is worth exploring the possibilities by 
pushing your editor to its limits. 
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CUT TO LINDA 

It may seem a bit early but I am busy thinking about BIAFF 
judging which takes place in February. The hotel is booked 
and I believe I have all of the projectionists I need. That is my 
problem. I am lucky there are several people who I can call on 
most years. Next year NERIAC are hosting BIAFF in         
Harrogate. The projectionist for this are more of a problem. 
There is more pressure on the projectionists to get it ‘just 
right’ for the paying public and it is all done on a voluntary  
basis. Do remember that the IAC runs on the voluntary    
workers. Be kind to them if a gremlin gets in the works and 
even better volunteer to help. We need new blood. 

 
CUT TO MICHAEL 

Recently I found myself getting involved with a new form of 
Competition. Nigel Taylor was trying to encourage members 
of Burnley Film Makers Club to upload their videos to the    
internet. A Competition was organised with very simple rules. 
The videos should be no longer than 2 minutes on the subject 
of “It’s What I do”, essentially a short film about peoples’   
hobbies, but it had to be submitted via YouTube. I was asked 
to judge it and it couldn’t have been simpler. I was sent the 
YouTube links by e-mail and I could watch on my computer 
and immediately compose comments as a Word document. It 
was a pleasure. There were 7 entries, ranging from gardening 
to drone photography, and at only 2 minutes each the viewing 
was easy. I don’t know if any of the entrants were totally new 
to internet uploading but it was certainly a painless way to 
learn. Well done Burnley and all the entrants. 

 
Which reminds me I must submit my entry to BIAFF 2016 
while I am still in time to get a discount by sending entry     
details early and on line. 

 
FADE TO BLACK 
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The Annual General Meeting 

Of the North East Region of the IAC 

On Sunday 17th April 2016 

 
To be held at the Cairn Hotel after the IAC BIAFF Weekend. 

AGENDA 

1. Minutes of the Last Meeting 

2. Matters Arising 

3. Treasurer’s Report 

4. Secretary’s Report 

5. Chairman’s Report 

6. Election of Officers 

Members retiring by Rotation Offering themselves for               

re-election:               

 Ray Henderson FACI 

Derek Mathieson FACI    Ivor Rose FACI 

7. Any Other Business 

Nominations of other Officers, please send details                 

before 1
st
 March to the secretary: 

Derek Mathieson FACI 

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington. DL3 9PB 

Or email: dereksc07@gmail.com 
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Letter from the French Ambassador 
 

Jim Madden FACI, past Chairman and Secretary of Newcastle 
ACA and past Chairman of NERIAC was recently surprised 
and delighted to receive a letter from the French Ambassador. 

 “I have the pleasure of informing you that the President 
of the Republic has appointed you to the rank of Cheva-
lier in the Ordre National de la Legion d’honneur”. 

 The Legion of Honour is the highest decoration in France. It 
was established by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1802. and Jim has 
received the award for his service during the war, particularly 
with reference to the D-Day Landings. 

 The presentation by the Honorary French Consul, Andrew 
Robinson, took place at Durham Cathedral during the Festival 
of Remembrance Concert, November 7

th
. Congratulations 

from all those who know Jim. 
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NECA Annual Competition 2015 
 

The Public Show of all the entries took place on Thursday 

26
th
 November at South Tyneside Film Makers. 

Results:  

First Prize £50: The Toon by Doug Collender 

Second Prize £40: The Dream by David Peffer and Trevor 

Ermel 

Highly Commended: Writer’s Block by Robert Lorrimer 

Highly Commended: The Empty Experience by Michael 

Gough 

Highly Commended: First Light by John Roberts  

Michael Gough  

Receives his Highly Commended 

Certificate. Trevor Ermel Receives the Second Prize 

on behalf of himself and David Peffer. 
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BIAFF 2016 
 

NERIAC is hosting BIAFF 2016 on the 14
th
 to 17

th
 April. 

At the Cairn Hotel Ripon Road Harrogate North Yorkshire 
HG1 2JD 

Be sure to book early as accommodation is going fast.  

On Friday we have a trip to Castle Howard. Followed in the 
evening by a show of the winners of the Peter Coles AV 

Competition. 

We have four mini cinemas on the Saturday along with the 
Gala Dinner in the evening. 
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NERIAC Contacts 
Chairman: 

Fran Haydon: email: fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk 

Secretary: 

Derek Mathieson FACI 22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington 

DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: dereksc07@gmail.com 

Treasurer: 

Ray Henderson FACI 25 The Crescent, Benton, Newcastle 

upon Tyne. NE7 7ST 

Tel: 0191 270 1005 email: ray@coopuk.com 

Council Members: 

Audrey Cutts 

Linda Gough FACI 

Michael Gough FACI 

Trevor Spencer LACI 

David Whitworth FACI(M) 

Nor’Easter Editor: 

Ivor Rose FACI 22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: ivorrose@gmail.com 

Welcome to New Member: 

Andrew James Chadwick Member of YPI Camera Club 

All the NERIAC Council would like to wish you  

A Very Merry Christmas and 

A Happy New Year. 
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